
TIMEWISEMiracle set

Let’s Get started BENEFITS
Defend against free-radicals.

Delay premature skin aging.

Removes complexion-
dulling impurities, leaves

skin feeling clean, exfoliated
and looking brighter.

Prevent visible signs of
aging and improve the look

of fine lines.

Helps evens the look of
skin tone and moisturizes

for12 hours

3D

Experience a three-dimensional approach to skin aging, featuring the patent-
pending Age Minimize 3D Complex, helps interrupt the triggers that can cause
your skin to look older before its time. Deliver visible improvement in just 4 
weeks. This set is a miracle!!

STEP ONE: 4IN1 CLEANSER
Massage half of the CLEANSER packet onto a wet face and neck. Add extra
water to enhance the lather. Rinse with warm water or a washcloth. Pat dry. 

STEP TWO: MICRODERMABRASION
With your face still wet, apply the REFINE step to half of your face. Massage
it gently for 1 minute and rinse. Pat dry.

Follow with the PORE MINIMIZER on the same side of the face. By only doing
half your face you will be able to compare and see results.

STEP THREE: DAY CREAM SPF 30 & NIGHT CREAM
Now apply the NIGHT CREAM to the same side of your face and let it dry.
Follow with applying the DAY CREAM SPF 30 right on top, on the same side.
Normally each would be applied either in the morning or evening.

STEP FOUR: EYE CREAM
Finish your skin care routine by gently appling the EYE CREAM with you ring
finger in a tapping motion around the eye area. 
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